Introducing… the NEW Quick Start Enrollment Bundles
and the NEW Quick Start Coaching Bonus!
What’s new about enrollment?
Effective immediately, we are offering four (4) fantastic new enrollment bundle options. These
four bundles are $199.95 (not $249.95) and include enrollment! It’s an incredible deal for your
new partner and is intended to help increase recruitment by lowering the total cost of investment.
The former $249.95, $499.95 and $999.95 enrollment bundle options will no longer be available.
What is the commission on these new Quick Start Enrollment Bundles?
The $199.95 Quick Start Enrollment Bundles generate 25% CV ($50), which pays upline
through the compensation plan just like all CV. They also generate 8 points for the new enrollee.
The CV generated from Quick Start Enrollment Bundles is also Customer Club Qualified!
How do I enroll partners with these new Quick Start Enrollment Bundles?
You can continue to enroll partners through 5Lsignup.com/yourRIN or from 5linx.net/yourRIN
Is there a CAB on these new enrollments?
No. We are replacing the traditional Customer
Acquisition Bonus (CAB) with a NEW
Compensation Plan element called a Quick Start
Coaching Bonus! Since all of your new partners
join the business already qualified (8 points), we
are incorporating a new bonus that rewards the
upline for actually helping each new partner reach
the first important milestone: their 2&12 Quick
Start Bonus (ET in 30). Here is a description of
how this $100 Bonus pays out over 3 positions:
What new documents are available to support these changes?
A newly designed Opportunity Presentation PowerPoint (and PDF) has been posted to the
Documents section of my.5linx.com. We have also refreshed and reposted a new 2-page
Compensation Plan document. Download these new docs to replace your previous versions.
Anything else new?
Well, yes, thanks for asking! We have also rolled out a brand-new Opportunity “piquing” video
that you can begin sharing with prospects to generate interest in seeing your presentation. The
theme is “5LINX… The Official Opportunity of 2021”, and is the first in a series we will be
releasing regularly over the coming weeks. You can view/share it from your My 5LINX Legacy
app, or at https://tv.5linx.com/5linx-the-official-opportunity-of-2021/

